We exploit the identification between the critical theory of the 3-state Potts model and the D 5 conformal model. This allows us to determine all 3-point correlations involving the fields associated with the Potts order parameter and the energy density. The calculation uses screened Coulomb gas correlations. The Z 3 symmetry of the 3-state Potts model is manifestly preserved.
Introduction
We summarize some facts about the Potts model which enable the identification of its critical point with the D 5 conformal theory. The lattice Hamiltonian of the q-state Potts model is [7] :
The variable σ( x) is the complex order parameter. The order parameter takes its values among the qth roots of unity. For the 3-state model, σ( x)ǫ{1, exp where c is the central charge of the conformal algebra [8] . Thus, the central charge of the conformal theory is directly calculable from the ground state energy of the statistical system at the critical temperature T c . The ground state energy of the Potts model on a cylinder has been calculated [9] . Its value leads to the conclusion that c = 4/5 for the 3-state Potts model. As stated above, the exponents defining the behavior near T c , for the scaling field σ( x) and F (T ), are know by the relationship between the Potts model and the hard hexagon model [2] . For the 3-state Potts model the identification fixes the exponents: α, β σ and δ.
F (T )/kT ∼ (T − T c ) 2−α , < σ >∼ (T − T c ) β σ with α = 1/3, β σ = 1/9, δ = 14 (2) Furthermore, the relation between the energy density and the Helmholtz function F (T ), allow us to extract the exponent β ǫ of the second scaling field ǫ( x), the energy density.
< ǫ >= −kT 2 ∂ T (F (T )/kT ) and < ǫ >∼ (T − T c )
Thus, β ǫ = 1 − α, or β ǫ = 2/3 for the 3-state Potts model.
We will need the exponents η and s (spin) which define the 2-point correlation function at the critical temperature.
For the two spinless fields σ(z,z) and ǫ(z,z), standard scaling relations allow us to calculate the relevant η i 's [8] .
They imply that η σ = 4/15 and η ǫ = 8/5 in the 3-state Potts model. The exponents η and s define the two conformal dimensions of the primary fields associated with the scaling fields: ∆ = η+2s 4 and∆ = η−2s
4 . Thus, we see that the conformal field theory associated with the critical 3-state Potts model must have, at least, the following primary fields (∆,∆): 2 real primary fields (1/15,1/15) associated with σ real and σ imaginery , and 1 real primary field (2/5,2/5) associated with ǫ.
The form of the spectrum of primary fields of the conformal theory associated to Potts follows from three constraints. First, the unitarity of the 3-state Potts model's transfer matrix fixes the spectrum of conformal dimensions ∆ and∆ to be those of the degenerate spectrum of Kac [10] 
where c = 1 − 6 m(m+1) . Second, finite size scaling arguments require that the thermal partition with toridal boundary conditions be modular invariant [11] . Since c = 4/5 and m = 5 for the 3-state Potts model [9] , this restricts the spectrum of dimensions (∆ rs ,∆ r ′ s ′ ) to those of either the A 5 or the D 5 minimal models [5] . The final constraint that chooses between these two models is the Z 3 symmetry of the Potts model. Only the D m models have inequivalent primary fields with the same conformal dimensions, i.e. for (∆ r,
) with 1 ≤ r < s ≤ m. The field σ(z,z), which forms a complex representation of Z 3 , must be represented by two inequivalent primary fields of conformal dimension(1/15, 1/15). Thus, the 3-state Potts model is desribed by the D 5 conformal model, and σ(z,z) is represented by two real (∆ 2,3 ,∆ 2,3 ) primary fields. This conclusion will generalize to the statement that all critical points having complex representations of discrete symmetries (and c < 1) are described by D-series conformal theories.
The complete spectrum of primary fields for the D 5 model is [5, 6] : 
. On these fields, the discrete Z 3 symmetry group of the 3-state Potts model is realized by:
The implementation of the Z 3 symmetry will be crucial in solving the bootstrap equations for 4-point functions. This completes the identification of the correct conformal theory for the critical Potts model.
Fusion Rules and Operator Product Expansions
Having determined how the D 5 conformal model represents the critical fields of the 3-state Potts model, we turn to the calculation of correlation functions. Our calculation of structure constants will use the methods of Dotsenko and Fateev [12] . The extension to non-diagonal models is discussed in Ref. [6] . We will rely on these articles heavily and only give the details necessary to clarify the discussion. In conformal theories, the correlation of 3 primary fields takes the following form [13] .
The constants C a,b,c are called the structure constants. When the 2-point correlations are normalized as in (4), the structure constants are universal quantities. They are the interest in this article. These constants also appear as coefficients in the expansions of the products of primary fields
The transformations of the structure constants under permutations of the three fields are also easily obtained from (7) . The C a,b,c 's are invariant under cyclic permutations of the indicies a, b, and c. They are related by a sign under exchanges of two indices.
Lastly, the hermitian conjugation of conformal theories, Φ † a (z,z) ≡ z −2∆z−2∆ Φ * a (1/z, 1/z), relates the structure constants to their complex conjugates.
We shall be specially interested by the result for the exchange σ * ←→ σ from which we
This article employs 4-point functions to calculate the structure constants. One must determine which 4-point correlations depend on the structure constants desired. The Fusion Rules for primary fields having weights given by the Kac formula (
will help resolve this question. The structure constants and associated operator product coefficients are nonzero only if the Kac weights satisfy the following conditions:
The (r
) satisfy identical equations. For the primary fields representing ǫ(z,z) and σ(z,z) these conditions limit the operator product expansions to have the following form:
When one imposes the Z 3 symmetry of the Potts model, the Fusion Rules further simplify.
(10b) These expressions allow us to calculate the 4-point functions in the s-and t-channels in a short distance expansion. It should be emphasized that the use of (10b) in the operator product expansion of 4-point correlations is equivalent to imposing the discrete symmetry Z 3 on the conformal theory. It is at this point that our analysis differs from both the A 5 [4] and the Z 2 symmetric D 5 models [6] . The discrete symmetry group of the statistical model defines the conformal model.
The Fusion Rules ,(10b), are already sufficient to show that C ǫ,ǫ,ǫ = 0. To determine C σ,σ * ,ǫ and C σ,σ,σ , we must study:
From standard arguments [6] and the Z 3 symmetric Fusion Rules, (10b), their short distance expansions in the s-channel (|z 12 |, |z 34 | ≪ 1) are given by:
and We will also need the operator product expansions of these correlation functions in the t-channel (|z 41 |, |z 23 | ≪ 1). Applying the Fusion Rules of (10) again, we find that:
and .
(12b) In writing (11) and (12), we have used the transformations of the structure constants under complex conjugation and cyclic permutations of indices (8) . We have also enclosed several terms of (12) These limit forms of the 4-point correlations will be compared with the factorized form of correlation functions written in terms of conformal blocks. This comparison gives the famous bootstrap equations that determine the structure constants [3] . The last correlation of (12) hints that the D 5 correlations are not generally diagonal in t-channel conformal blocks unlike the situation in the A 5 minimal model [4, 12] . The operator product results of (11) and (12) were constrained by the Z 3 symmetry of the 3-state Potts model. Thus, our solutions to the bootstrap equations will respect this symmetry. In the D-series models, the doubling of primary fields with identical conformal weights seems to destroy the uniqueness of the solutions of these equations. The imposition of discrete symmetries restores the uniqueness [6] . One must explicitly constrain the solutions by imposing the discrete symmetries of the statistical model on the short distance expansions to obtain the correct critical correlation functions from conformal field theory.
Conformal Blocks
The general technique for constructing the factorized 4-point correlations and the relevant conformal blocks was described by Dotsenko and Fateev [12] . The modifications necessary to apply this method to the nondiagonal D 5 model were discussed by us [6] . We recall some details that aid in understanding how results are extracted from these references.
The 4-point correlations can be written in a partially factorized form [3] .
The conformal blocks, F k (z 1 , ..., z 4 ) can be written through the Coulomb gas formalism as integrals, over closed contours, of free bosonic correlations [12] .
Here, the V a r,s (z)'s are bosonic vertex opertators and a r,s = −1 2
They will describe blocks for primary fields of the conformal theory having dimensions ∆ r,s = a r,s (a r,s − a + − a − ). The two special vectors a ± , for which ∆ a ± ≡ 1, define the screening operators of the Coulomb gas representation. For D 5 , we find that a + = 5 6 and a − = − 6 5 . The explicit calculation of the conformal blocks of (14) simplifies when one uses the sl(2, C) invariance of the ground state. It implies that [6] :
For the 3-state Potts model, the following Coulomb gas correspondences exist. 4 For
2 a − − a + . Therefore, the Coulomb gas expression of (14) with N = 0, M = 1, or one V a − , gives the conformal blocks necessary to construct σ * (1)ǫ(2)ǫ(3)σ(4) + , and the expression with N = 2, M = 1 gives the blocks necessary for σ(1)σ(2)σ * (3)σ * (4) + .
From (15) and the free boson correlations, it is straightforward to rewrite the blocks of (14) as closed contour integrals. The contour integral forms are inconvenient, but they can be evaluated from simple integrals on the real line [12] . The simple integrals are defined for unphysical exponents that guarantee their convergence (see below). Analytic continuations in these exponents are equal to the contour integral forms coming directly from (14) . The simple integral forms have one important property. They allow one to make short distance expansions in the s-and t-channels that can be compared with the operator product forms of (11) and (12) . The analytic continuations necessary to make these comparisons can be made directly on the short distance expansions. The need to rely on analytic continuations makes this formalism less useful for obtaining the 4-point correlations explicitly. Nevertheless, it is very convenient for comparing with s-and tchannel short distance expansions and thus sufficient to det ermine structure constants. With these remarks, we briefly describe the blocks necessary for our calculations [6, 12] .
For σ * (1)ǫ(2)ǫ(3)σ(4) + , there are two independent blocks having the form: The blocks for σ(1)σ(2)σ * (3)σ * (4) + come from the integral expressions:
The physical blocks correspond to analytic continuation of the exponents to the values a ′ = b ′ = c ′ = 4/5, a = b = c = −2/3 and g = 5/3. The expression of (17a) gives six 5 We introduce the blocksF q (z, a ′ , b ′ , c ′ ), without prefactors, for later convenience when doing short distance expansions in the t-channel. independent blocks, F k,q , with k = 1, 2, 3, and q = 1, 2. They are defined by the ranges of the integrals. For the values of q = 1, 2, the ranges of the integration on "u" are defined to be ∞ 1 du and z 0 du respectively. For the values of k = 1, 2, 3, the ranges of the integral dv 1 dv 2 are defined below.
From (16) and (17), we can obtain expansions of the blocks in the s-channel, |z| ≪ 1, and in the t-channel, |1 − z| ≪ 1. They depend on the domains of integration. For the blocks of (16), F k , one gets the following expansions in the s-channel.
To compute the expansion in the t-channel, one needs the form of the monodromy matrix [α(1)]. For the blocks of (16), it is defined by the equation:
The monodromy matrix [α(1)] is easily calculated by rewriting the conformal blocks as integrals over open contours [12] . One finds that:
Using [α(1)] and expanding the right hand side of (19a) in powers of (1 − z), one obtains the t-channel form of the blocks F q .
Similarly, one easily obtains the expansion of the F k,q 's, in the s-channel, from the integral expressions of (17). Here, we only give the results for the physical values, i.e. (20)
The direct calculation of the normalization constants N k,q is lengthy. By rewriting them in terms of J n,m (α, β, ρ)'s, we can use the results of Ref. [12] to determine them. The J n,m (α, β, ρ)'s are defined by the analytic continuation of the following contour integral.
To rewrite the N k,q 's in terms of J n,m (α, β, ρ) one uses changes of variables like v j ≡
as well as the invariance of the integrand of (21) under t i ←→ t i ′ and τ j ←→ τ j ′ . The calculation of J n,m (α, β, ρ) makes use of the analytic properties of the integrals under continuations of the exponents. The value of J n,m is known when α = −ρα ′ and β = −ρβ ′ [14] . These values are sufficient to fix the normalization constants coming from conformal blocks. The six normalization constants of (20) have the following form.
6 The short distance expansion ofF k,q (1 − z, ...), for |1 − z| −→ 0, can be obtained from the expansion ofF k,q (z, ...), for |z| −→ 0, by the exchange z 1 ↔ z 3 , up to a phase which is independent of k, q.
Finally, we must determine a second monodromy matrix [α(2, 1)] kq|k ′ q ′ to make the tchannel short distance expansion of the blocksF k,q . As in the previous case, the calculation of these matrices involves rewriting (17a) as an integral on open contours in v i and u and then using the residue theorem to shift the contours (see Ref. [12] ). This allows one to express integrals like (1 − z, b, a, c, g, b ′ , a ′ , c ′ )'s.
One arrives at the equation:
In applying these techniques to (17), an important simplification occurs if one realizes
e. the monodromy matrix factorizes. This factorization is fairly easy to prove [14] . It follows from two facts. First, the factors of (v i −u), in the integral forms for the conformal blocks lead to double poles. Second, the fact that a = (2)] kk ′ are found in the first reference of [12] . The final form for the monodromy matrix at the physical values of the exponents is:
Now, we turn to the comparison of the conformal block form of the 4-point correlations to the operator product expansions of Section Two.
Bootstrap Constraints and Stucture Constants
By comparing the factorized form of the 4-point functions, (13) , to the operator expansions in both the s-and t-channels, one can fix the constant matrices A kl . In the s-channel, this bootstrap procedure requires equating the leading powers of z 12 , z 34 of the conformal blocks (see (18) and (20)) to the expansions in (11) . In the t-channel, the procedure involves comparing leading terms in z 41 , z 23 (see (19) and (23)) to the expansions in (12) . The absolute normalization of all the structure constants is fixed by the appearance of "1" in the t-channel expansions, (12) , i.e. the contribution of the 2-point function to the operator product expansions. It is necessary to compare conformal block expressions to operator product expansions in two channels in the D-series models, because 4-point correlations are nondiagonal, and the technique of requiring trivial monodromy invariance that worked in the A-series is inapplicable [12] .
Applying this procedure to the mixed correlation of (11a), one obtains the following s-channel equation:
Here, N q ≡ N q (4/5, −6/5, −6/5). These equations require that A(1) 12 = A(1) 21 = 0. They also determine the two structure constants in terms of A(1) 11 and A(1) 22 . The t-channel equations fix these remaining two components of A(1)′ . One uses (19) to transform (13) to a simple form in the t-channel and then expands in powers of z 41 and z 23 . From (12a), (13), (18), and (19) one obtains that:
Here, N q ≡ N q (−6/5, 4/5, −6/5), and s ≡ sin(π/5) sin(2π/5) . The diagonality of the t-channel equation requires that:
Finally, the identity term on the right hand side of the t-channel equation fixes the numerical value of A(1) 11 .
Inserting (25) into the s-channel equation (24a), one obtains two nonzero structure constants:
The signs of these two structure constants can be arbitrarily chosen to be positive by fixing the signs of ǫ and Ω. Now, we repeat the same exercise for the < σ(1)σ(2)σ * (3)σ * (4) + > correlation. Comparing the s-channel operator expansion, (11b), with the conformal block form from (13) and (20), we see that only two elements of A(2, 1) kq|k ′ q ′ are nonzero, i.e. A(2, 1) 21|21 and A(2, 1) 22|22 . Thus, we can write the coefficient matrix A(2, 1) kq|k ′ q ′ in the form of a direct product.
This also allows one to write that γ ≡ A(2, 1)
The two nonzero components of A(2, 1) kq|k ′ q ′ are fixed by the t-channel equation. Since A(2, 1) kq|k ′ q ′ can be written in the same direct product form as the monodromy matrix [α(2, 1)] (see 23b), the t-channel equations can also be written in the form of a direct product.
[α(2, 1)]
Here, "s" has the same form as in (24b). This expression allows us to write the t-channel form of < σ(z 1 )σ(z 2 )σ * (z 3 )σ * (z 4 ) + > in terms of conformal blocks:
Comparing ( (12b), the resulting equation can be written as:
Having fixed the complete form of the coefficient matrix A(2, 1) kq|k ′ q ′ , we can read off C σ,σ,σ and C σ,σ,Ω from the s-channel equations and C σ * ,σ,ǫ from the remaining t-channel equations.
The other structure constants appearing in (12b) can only be found from the t-channel equations by expanding the blocks of (17a) to nonleading orders in 1 − z, a difficult task.
They are more easily calculated from other 4-point correlations.
The explicit values of the three constants in (31) can be found with the aid of (22). They are given below in Table  2 . The signs of all the structure constants of (26) and (31), except C σ * ,Ω,ǫ , can be choosen to be positive by fixing the phases of the three primary fields involved. The remaining sign can be obtained by studying the correlation < σ(1)σ(2)Ω(3)ǫ(4) + > (see Ref. [6] ).
Finally, the equality of the expressions for C σ * ,σ,ǫ from (26) and (31) gives an interesting check of the method; they were obtained from different correlation functions.
Conclusions
The EXACT values of the structure constants are given in Table 2 . The remaining structure constants of the critical 3-state Potts model can be obtained by studing the bootstrap equations for other correlation functions. 7 We have calculated some of the remaining constants and have shown that they pass consistency requirements 7 All the structure constants involving only primary fields of the form Φ (1s|1s ′ ) can be easily obtained from the results of Ref. [6] .
that eliminated some possibilities for the discrete symmetry Z 2 in D 5 conformal models [6] . They are of less interest than the constants involving ǫ or σ that were calculated here.
The ǫ or σ fields are the only naturally appearing fields in the Potts model. They couple to temperature or "magnetic" field perturbations. The first two structure constants of Table  2 determine the behavior of the Potts model under such perturbations.
Finally, we mention that the Coulomb gas formalism had to be supplemented by one physical imput, discrete symmetries, in comparing its predictions to statistical models. These symmetries entered the calculations of the correlations functions at the level of Fusion Rules. For the D-series conformal models, they are necessary to make the solutions of the bootstrap equations unique. All critical points of statistical models with complex order parameters (and c < 1) are described by D-series models. It appears very likely that each D-series minimal conformal model will allow several inequivalent sets of correlation functions that will correspond to statistical models with different discrete symmetries.
Finally, the measurement of these universal quantities by experiments or simulations would be an interesting confirmation of conformal field theories.
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